


Overview
● What is content strategy?
● The difference between digital and conventional 

content.
● What differentiates good content from mediocre 

content? 
● Preferred medium of expression: Video
● What stories to tell and why? 
● How to roll out your content plan. 



“Content marketing is 
the only marketing left”

xxx

Seth Godin

The advertising industry is 
widely adopting content 

marketing



Content marketing is the new 
communication strategy.

People don’t watch TV anymore.



But what’s the point of engaging 
your audience?



Storytelling is the name of the 
game!



Let’s talk about
Digital Content







Creating a content strategy.

And its importance.



Content Development

Create content pertaining to your 

brand mission to achieve your digital 

objective.

But how can you make sure you’re 

developing the right content?



What type of content 

fits best for your 

brand?

Let’s take a look.





The internet is like a school playground.

Every group has a different consumption behavior.



Say, you made a strategy, but it seems 

to be failing.

Why?



Your content isn’t working because...

Wrong time or 
context

Lack of empathy 
or personalization

Unrelatable



The MOM Test



Focus on your audience’s 
preference.

As opposed to yours.



● Know your audience. 

● Talk with empathy & 

establish reliability. 

● Talk about your product 

subtly.

● Don’t sell in-your-face 

sell.



Are people talking about your 
content? 



Let’s talk 

Videos.



Why is video 
important?

● 82% of all consumer internet traffic will be videos by 
2021. 

● Videos make people remember your brand.









Learn to differentiate between

Good & Mediocre Content



Digital vs. Conventional
Content

What differentiates a TVC from a digital ad?





So how can you make your content

stand out?





What stories should you be telling?
And why?



Activations leading to 
digital levearage:

● Most of Coca Cola’s content 
strategy. 



Your Digital Assets



Setting up your digital assets 
or channels



● Blogs

● Website

● Youtube Channel

● Instagram account

● Facebook page

● Twitter handle

● Podcasts





Concentrating on the

Consumption of Content



Knowing which audience to 
hit & how?



Rolling out your content plan



Integrating your content 
strategy across platforms.



Creating

Calendars and Checklists



Funneling your content

BoFu

(Bottom of the 
funnel)

ToFu

(Top of the funnel)

MoFu

(Middle of the 
funnel)



What about

Hashtags?



Harnessing the waves 

of trend

Why is it important to get on the 

trend bandwagon?



Curse of the

Clickbaits



Why can’t

Email Marketing
be ignored? 



Activity Brands

Brand 1:

Eats & 

Treats
(Bakery)

Brand 3:

The Dress 

Up Shop
(Fashion brand)

Brand 4:

The Flower 

Cart
(Florist)

Brand 5:

Fitster
(Sports and 

fitness brand)

Brand 2:

On The Road
(Travel agency)



And finally…

Any Questions?


